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introduction Increasingly, a call for 'democratic engagement' is moving colleges and universities beyond a unidimensional flow of knowledge toward a cogenerative knowledge paradigm. Some see this paradigm as the future of the civic engagement movement. 1 The goal is for universities to reach and have impact in surrounding communities, not just to produce and promote research to other specialists. Digital publications are ideally situated to bridge traditional divides between academia and local communities or practitioners, although significant challenges, such as a lack of Internet connectivity or Internet fluency, remain in many communities surrounding universities. Movements such as open access scholarly journals, the presence of scholars on social media, and the advent of academic blogs all have the potential to circumvent traditional limitations of scholarly work. Wider access to scholarly research fits within a broader university movement, particularly on urban campuses, to foster civic engagement within the surrounding community. While much of the movement toward open access and digital publication focuses on access to new consumers of research, 2 that movement overlooks the barriers that keep local communities from participating in and cogenerating scholarly publication. Just as prices for journal articles and access to academic libraries create barriers to consuming research in local communities, the academic publication process can exclude communities from participating in scholarly networks. And just as digital publication can break down barriers to access, so too can it break down barriers to participation in non-academic communities.
This paper examines the potential of social media to create bridging social capital leading to greater publication opportunities for members of communities in proximity to urban universities, and the potential of social media to integrate and expand digital publishing and civic engagement by amplifying local voices. It does so by examining the case study of the Rutgers University-Camden Local Knowledge Blog, a scholarly blog focused on urban policy and practice. The Local Knowledge Blog was founded by an assistant professor in the Department of Public Policy and Administration while he served as a faculty fellow with the university's Office of Civic Engagement. Blogs are a growing form of digital publishing, and academics are explicitly calling on each other to reach broader audiences by starting academic blogs. 3 The premise of the Local Knowledge Blog was to use the platform and reputation of Rutgers to highlight local voices and local issues. That premise is grounded in standpoint theory, which seeks to highlight subjugated groups' voices, interpretations, and critiques of their interactions with dominant groups.
4
Standpoint theory is typically used in feminist studies, 5 and it is especially critical for black feminists 6 and Hispanic feminists. 7 The theory shares a common theoretical heritage with critical race theory, 8 critical feminist theory, 9 critical queer theory, 10 and neo-Marxist theory. 11 In standpoint theory, priority is given to uplifting and including oppressed voices. This priority sometimes puts it at odds with traditional methodological thinking, 12 making it a particularly powerful tool for digital publishing grounded in civic engagement. Atkinson and colleagues 13 have applied standpoint theory to online blogging communities in Detroit.
The Local Knowledge Blog's emphasis on highlighting local, excluded voices in Camden, New Jersey, is central both to the overall vision of Rutgers University-Camden as a community institution and to the goal of breaking down walls that prevent the community from consuming and producing academic work. The blog received immediate media attention from platforms such as Next City, 14 an internationally renowned online magazine focusing on urban issues, and the Philadelphia Inquirer's Blinq blog on Philly.com. 15 The Local Knowledge Blog features guest posts from Camden residents on a variety of topics, among the most popular being education, police, and development. It also features faculty and student writing. Contributors are found through a variety of means, including recruitment at on-campus community meetings, and contributors often volunteer themselves to write (as did several of the examples mentioned in this article).
This paper argues that the Local Knowledge Blog is notable because it intentionally moves beyond creating new consumers of research to helping create a community that can amplify and support scholarship produced outside of academia in local communities. The blog plays an important role in social capital creation, revealing how digital publications and social media can intersect with civic engagement and break down barriers to knowledge creation by enabling local residents to reach out to other communities. This paper examines the Local Knowledge Blog alongside the Twitter movement #educolor and argues that social media can play a critical role in breaking down potential barriers to research creation. In doing so, social media can push digital publishing beyond dissemination of scholarly work and push civic engagement beyond service-learning. By building bridging social capital, social media tools have the potential to blend digital publication with civic engagement.
intersection of digital publication, civic engagement, and social media Civic engagement in higher education manifests itself in a range of programs and practices that aim to educate college students for civic duty, political engagement, and social responsibility. 16 Ehrlich defines civic engagement as 'working to make a difference in the civic life of our communities and developing the combination of knowledge, skills, values and motivation to make that difference. It means promoting the quality of life in a community, through both political and non-political processes.'
17
To achieve these ends, many universities have sought to develop academic and co-curricular experiences that link students to communities through service-learning.
18
Increasingly, these universities seek to move beyond 'democratic engagement' and toward partnership with local community in research production. Saltmarsh and Hartley critique the current engagement paradigm, stating that 'civic engagement activities rarely call on colleges and universities to fundamentally change the ways in which they operate, thus preserving underlying assumptions and institutional behaviors.' 19 In a critical examination of the discourse within the leading service-learning journal, Bortolin found that the engagement literature privileges the university over the community, and Bortolin calls for greater community voice in civic engagement. 20 Cruz and Giles 21 suggest that the paucity of research on the community dimensions of service-learning stems from the political, intellectual, and practical barriers to examining the issues at work in service-learning partnerships. Much the same can be said of academic publishing, where existing paradigms and professional qualifications often prevent surrounding non-academic communities from attempting to publish. The discussion surrounding digital publication and the open access movement focuses on access while ignoring the academic monopoly on the production of knowledge.
Several practitioner-scholars identify reciprocity as a foundational concept of civic engagement practices, something sorely lacking in publications as well as in civic engagement practices themselves. 22 In this research we specifically address how digital tools such as open access can move beyond a focus solely on research impact, such as citations and downloads, 23 to a focus on the co-generation of knowledge. Such co-generation is also a critical aspect of the study of social media, where scholars not only focus on the ways vulnerable communities advocate for themselves via social media 24 but also on the co-production of government services through social media platforms.
25 Such co-generation also comes with critiques, including the potential for social media to extend the digital divide and further disadvantage those with little Internet access.
26
The case study in this paper reveals the potential of social media to address the challenges of digital publishing and civic engagement through bridging social capital, an extension of the wider concept of social capital popularized by Putnam, 27 which focuses on trust and reciprocity. 28 Later scholars distinguish between bonding social capital, which takes place between family and immediate friends and is often prevalent in tightknit low-income communities, and bridging social capital, which occurs across loose networks and is particularly valuable for jobseekers because it dramatically widens the pool of possible jobs. 29 In this article we examine the potential of social media to provide bridging social capital and, in doing so, to expand the mission of both civic engagement and digital publication to include amplifying local voices.
methods and researchers
This paper considers a single case, the Local Knowledge Blog, to show how social media can amplify local voices. Case studies can be particularly helpful in building theory in new areas and in expanding definitions. 30 While not strictly participatory action research, 31 this research is underpinned by many of the philosophical principles associated with participatory action research. Its three authors include a faculty member who founded and maintains the Local Knowledge Blog, a staff member of the Office of Civic Engagement, and a community member who holds a doctor of education (EdD) degree and has used the blog as an outlet for local political views. Staff member Tom Dahan can place the Local Knowledge Blog and its emphasis on amplifying voices in the context of the university's wider civic engagement. Keith Benson, community member and local activist, is an example of the voices amplified by the blog, but he also offers a community perspective on the importance of such amplification. As such, this research subscribes to a methodological approach that values the closeness of the researchers to the phenomena they are investigating.
32 Such an approach is particularly valuable in the study of civic engagement, which values participation from those who engage. As insiders, or 'natives' as traditionally termed, to the world of Camden civic engagement, we are well positioned to draw on theoretical examples from the range of the blog's posts and on opportunities that occurred as a result of these posts. Such analysis can be used to build theory about digital publication and civic engagement.
analysis of the blog's activities The Local Knowledge Blog plays three roles that demonstrate how social media can build social capital and push the boundaries of digital publishing and civic engagement. The first role is amplifying local voices by enabling those persons to go on to publish in other, more widely read publications. The second role is connecting Camden activists who seek to have their voices heard in wider digital communities. The third role is linking traditional media outlets such as radio or news organizations to local sources that these outlets struggle to find. In each of these roles, the Local Knowledge Blog links different communities, a bridging role that is recognized in social capital literature 33 but that is not explicitly included in the understanding of civic engagement or digital publishing.
In the case of Keith Benson, a co-author of this paper, the Local Knowledge Blog was an outlet of last resort. As a high school teacher at Camden High School, he had attempted to have op-eds published in local newspapers. His op-eds were rejected, though, likely in part because of an aggressive writing style that drew from activist and protest traditions such as those of Saul Alinksy 34 and Paolo Freire. 35 As 41 Benson's contributions were particularly important in light of criticism that the realm of education blogging is not sufficiently diverse. Each of these platforms (Edushyster, Marie Corfield, Blue Jersey) was eager for voices from Camden, and particularly eager to highlight minority voices from Camden, but lacked the social capital to reach out to the Camden community. The Local Knowledge Blog served as the bridge between the local Camden community and the larger state community interested in education issues. For Benson, these additional opportunities not only spread his view of what was going on in the school district he worked for; they also made him a more powerful voice locally, where he eventually did have an op-ed published in the Courier-Post, the local newspaper.
42
In addition to being a local activist, Keith Benson was a doctoral candidate in education at Rutgers University-New Brunswick. There he studied as an EdD candidate formally unrelated to Rutgers UniversityCamden and completed and defended his dissertation, 'Better for Whom? Current and Prospective Camden Residents' Perspectives on StateImposed Renaissance Schools and Recent Camden Redevelopment' (2016). The blog provided a platform for him to publish for a local audience and build new relationships with professors at Rutgers University-Camden. He first met the founder of the Local Knowledge Blog through social media. His posts for the blog also helped build his reputation in wider circles, including links to the Activist Scholars Network at the Urban Affairs Association, and created further opportunities for co-authorship with urban scholars. He was also invited to present his work at conferences such as the recent Education and Social Justice Conference at Rutgers. At a time when he was attempting to connect his activism to his academic life, the blog allowed him to connect these different parts of his life and break down barriers between the university at which he was studying and the community in which he was living. Here we see a social media tool being used to amplify a local voice and digital publication as a means to extend access to scholarly work. This mission extends beyond the traditional understanding of civic engagement as service-learning.
Jose Delgado also used the Local Knowledge Blog for its bridging capabilities, but in a different way. As a former member of the Camden school board, Delgado closely followed the analysis of the state takeover of the school district on the blog, first contributing historical knowledge in person at meetings and later contributing his own posts. 43 At Blue Jersey, posters debated the Urban Hope Act, a piece of legislation that primarily affected Camden by paving the way for a series of schools to be opened (and existing schools closed) in the city. A commenter known as firstamend07 wrote a comment titled 'Again, stop whining,' which asked, 'Are the parents of ''the children of Camden'' calling their representatives?' 44 The question was particularly galling because it criticized a community (Camden parents) with little access to the site and even less voice on it. In response, Jose Delgado wanted to post as a resident of Camden to explain the problems with the comment to a wider New Jersey, but he was unable to log in to the Blue Jersey website. Instead, he reached out to the founder of the Local Knowledge Blog, who connected him personally to the site administrators at Blue Jersey. Delgado's comments were published as a stand-alone article on Blue Jersey the next day. 45 If, for Keith Benson, the Local Knowledge Blog served as a platform to connect him to others in the world of education advocacy, for Jose Delgado the blog broke down barriers that prevented him from contributing to a statewide discussion about a bill that directly affected Camden. Interestingly, contacts made through social media (Jose Delgado first met the founder of the Local Knowledge Blog through the blog) helped address the digital divide that made it challenging for Delgado to contribute to a digital conversation in which parents were criticized and had little voice themselves. In Jose Delgado's case, he initiated the social media 'bridge' as a local resident seeking to be understood in a wider community. There were times, though, when the Local Knowledge Blog created connections in the other direction.
Members of mainstream media outlets saw posts on the blog and reached out to the university, rather than to local community members, for comment. At times, that was because the media source had no way to contact local Camden residents. Without amplification, these voices were silent to media sources. At other times, media members needed a little push to include local voices in their coverage, and the Local Knowledge Blog helped to connect the traditional media to the local voices for which it had provided a platform.
On 16 July 2014, Radio Times with Marty Moss-Coane, a talk show on WHYY, the flagship National Public Radio station serving Philadelphia, featured a segment called 'The State of Public Schools in Camden.' The segment was the second time Camden School District superintendent Paymon Rouhanifard appeared on the show. In the lead-up to the show, staff from Radio Times reached out to the founder of the Local Knowledge Blog for background on questions to ask the superintendent. The show was criticized by education activists from both Camden and the wider state for not including a voice opposite the superintendent. In response to the criticism, Radio Times featured another segment on 12 August 2014 called 'The State of Public Schools in Camden: Part II,' which told the other side of the story. In the run-up to that segment, the founder of the Local Knowledge Blog was invited to be on the show. He agreed, but only on condition that a Camden resident likewise be invited. The show then asked him to suggest activists. The result was that Camden resident Carmen Crespo, who also volunteers for Save Our Schools NJ, was on the segment along with David Sciarra of the Education Law Center.
Similarly, when the online publication Gawker sought to do a piece on Camden, writer Peter Moskowitz reached out to the Local Knowledge Blog to help set up interviews and a tour of the city with residents outside the mainstream. The resulting piece ('Can You Gentrify America's Poorest, Most Dangerous City?') featured a tour from a local organization called Camden Churches Organized for People and quotations from an unemployed community organizer named Carlos Merced. 48 which largely depended on well-known advocates or public officials for comments.
The interactions with Radio Times and Gawker are another form of bridging and amplifying, but the impetus for those connections came from the media. In the cases of both Keith Benson and Jose Delgado, local individuals sought out the Local Knowledge Blog to connect them to other outlets or to amplify their voices. In each instance, the blog served to connect Camden residents to broader communities, including education activists, political activists, and the media. These connections went beyond the one-way promotion of scholarly material to a wider audience, which is the traditional mission of the digital publishing movement. Instead, they democratized knowledge, amplifying local voices and promoting knowledge from within a community. While these contributions to general knowledge may seem modest, they are important steps towards legitimization of local perspectives and voices and the creation of spaces and social capital that allow for further co-generation of knowledge within the paradigms of both civic engagement and digital publishing. This is consistent with other uses of digital tools not only to promote and share new research but also to build communities. Educators concerned with social justice and race started the #educolor hashtag. The #educolor community uses the hashtag to have chats on relevant topics, to share articles, and to build a following for a newsletter that highlights the written work of its members and others writing about similar justice issues. The hashtag uses Twitter to create a place for a like-minded community members to wrestle with difficult issues surrounding social and racial justice in education. It seeks to bridge communities, but also to build the capacity of those who might otherwise be left out of academic discussions. Just as with the Local Knowledge Blog, a social media tool is bridging communities and building the capacity for knowledge production.
conclusion The Local Knowledge Blog at Rutgers University-Camden demonstrates how a university's use of social media tools can build bridging social capital and thereby push the boundaries of both civic engagement and digital publishing. Social media tools provide a means for digital publication and civic engagement to expand their missions beyond the promotion of academic research/service-learning to include the amplification of local voices. The Local Knowledge Blog is a critical example of how social media tools create points of intersection between civic engagement and digital publication.
Many university offices of civic engagement focus on activities such as the Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service, but the Local Knowledge Blog goes further, making local community members not recipients of service but partners in the production of knowledge. As Atkinson has demonstrated, 49 online media tools are creating increasingly powerful spaces for resistance by allowing the voiceless to engage in dialogue over civic issues. The Local Knowledge Blog is an early application of social media as a vehicle for explicit community-university engagement, an undertheorized application of digital publishing. As such, the blog shows how the movement to incorporate social media and civic engagement into university life is a frontier not just of community-university relations but also of knowledge production and digital publication. Universities can lend legitimacy and connect local communities to political, educational, and media contacts. Social media can help break up the academic monopoly over the creation of knowledge; community voices are supported in efforts to co-generate that knowledge with others. Like the Local Knowledge Blog, universities and digital publishing can be a bridge for local communities, inviting them to participate in the creation of knowledge and thus refashioning civic engagement as something more than service-learning.
Critics of civic engagement point out the power dynamic of focusing on service-learning. Service is power laden, not value neutral. Illich, in his famous speech 'To Hell with Good Intentions,' 50 highlights how service providers are proselytizers of specific values who also fail to hear local populations when these communities respond negatively to the do-gooders. These critiques intersect with those of Saltmarsh and Hartley and of Cruz and Giles, 51 which emphasize how civic engagement can negatively affect surrounding communities when it privileges the university (and its norms) over those of a community. Illich argues that communication is central to avoiding this harm and that the first step is to listen to and understand the community. If engagement seeks to serve without seeking to listen, it increases the potential for harm to the surrounding community despite good intentions.
While the argument for amplifying local voices in digital publishing is not as well theorized, it follows parallel lines. The existing approach to digital publishing focuses on movements such as open access, which presupposes that knowledge is created in academic circles and access to this knowledge needs to be extended to wider non-academic communities. But standpoint theory explicitly argues that this approach needs to include communities. Without such inclusion, a university has limited ability to be a good neighbour to its surrounding community. The lack of local voices in academic publishing is a critical constraint to knowledge creation. If digital publishing excludes community voices, it excludes critical perspectives from academic conversations. It also undermines its goal of expanding access, even though non-academic authors could potentially provide a bridge to new audiences that rarely consume academic content.
The Local Knowledge Blog is an example of how digital publishing and civic engagement can enact a co-generative model of knowledge creation. Our specific examples of the blog's linking roles revealed how social media tools allow both digital publishing and civic engagement to extend their purposes and intersect in their missions. The Local Knowledge Blog expanded and strengthened the civic engagement of Rutgers UniversityCamden by extending its involvement beyond service-learning. Ensuring that local voices are heard and lending legitimacy to those voices are both critical for civic engagement and digital publishing. Contributions from local voices prevent civic engagement from doing harm in local communities, and these voices provide diversity and lived experience that strengthen the creation of knowledge. keith benson is a teacher at Camden High School and a recent EdD graduate of Rutgers University. His research focuses on the intersection of gentrification and education.
